Heifer pregnancies out of this featured donor and these elite sires
sell at the Wisconsin Angus Breeders Futurity Sale April 21.

Featured Donor

Baldridge Colonel C251

Baldridge Colonel C251 is a record-setting $580,000 bull bringing a
complete outside the box pedigree to the table, with a dam that will
go down in history as one of the top Angus producers ever, Baldridge
Isabel Y69 and a deceased sire, Baldridge Xpand, opening up the
book for EPD excellence. He is in the top 1% for docility, RE, $B
and within 5% for WW, YW, RADG, CW, $W, $F, $G, $YG, while still
maintaining a respectable Marb and $QG score of 15%.

Blackstone Rita 4214
Donor • Reg. 17845408 A direct daughter of the top marbling sire Prophet and
the $74,000 valued New Design 0545 owned by Blackstone Cattle Company
and Kiamichilink Ranch and granddaughter of the $3.5 million producer, Rita
6108. 4214 is an excellent blend of phenotype and genotype, top 1% docility,
and in the top 10% for $W, $G, $QG, Marb, WW, CEM, Milk.
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Byergo Black Magic 3348
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Byergo Black Magic 3348 is the No. 1 $B bull in the breed, at
more than 1000 lbs weaning weight, has several sons added
to the AI lineup and is the top 1% for WW, YW, RADG, CW,
RE, $W, $F and $B, without compromising Marb, $G and $QG
at 10%. Superior package with strong phenotype and docility
scores. Pregnancy will sell at the Wisconsin Futurity Sale, don’t
miss this opportunity to own a phenomenal outcross of strength,
muscle, phenotype and superior EPDs!

